The utilization of minimally invasive surgery techniques for the treatment of spinal deformity
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Abstract: Minimally invasive spinal surgery (MISS) has evolved as a formidable alternative to traditional open techniques to address adult spinal deformity (ASD). As technology advances, an increasingly large body of techniques and implants are available for use in MISS deformity correction. MISS deformity correction includes anterior, lateral, and posterior techniques that can be tailored to each patient while capturing the strength of each respective technique. Previous limitations of obtaining sagittal correction have been overcome with anterior column realignment (ACR) and the mini-open pedicle subtraction osteotomy. This article will describe current techniques and their application for ASD correction.
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Introduction

The treatment adult spinal deformity (ASD) continues to evolve. Surgical algorithms may include open, minimally invasive spine surgery (MISS) or hybrid approaches to decompress neural elements and restore global balance. When compared to open techniques, MIS approaches to ASD correction affords less blood loss, shorter hospital stays, and reduced morbidity (1). As the utility of MISS techniques and outcomes for scoliosis correction are better understood, the workflow of staged procedures will continue to evolve and improve.

Correction of global alignment and restoration of radiographic pelvic parameters has been correlated with improved outcomes and improved health-related quality-of-life (HRQOL) (2,3). Furthermore, open techniques carry a relatively high percentage of complications and prolonged hospital stay (2,4-6). MISS techniques with mini-open pedicle subtraction osteotomy (PSO) and anterior column realignment (ACR) with hyperlordotic interbodies allow for substantial changes in segmental lordosis and global sagittal balance (7-10).

The goals of surgical intervention for ASD are decompression to alleviate back and radicular pain with durable restoration of sagittal and coronal balance (11). The aim of this article is to review new and evolving MISS techniques, their applications to ASD correction, and the ability to achieve the aforementioned goals of surgical intervention.

Indications

ASD is an increasingly more recognized condition with a prevalence ranging from 8.3% as reported by Carter et al. in 1987 to a more contemporary incidence of 68% by Schwab et al. in 2005 (12,13). Numerous classifications systems exist for ASD and qualify it as a Cobb angle of greater than or equal to 10 degrees (14-17). The SRS-Schwab classification...
is a wholesome classification system taking into account multiple curve types, sagittal balance and association to pelvic parameters (17). Mummaneni et al. described the minimally invasive spinal deformity surgery (MISDEF) algorithm that can be used to guide decision making based on severity of deformity and spinopelvic parameters (18).

The most common presenting symptoms of ASD include disabling axial back pain, neurogenic claudication and/or lower extremity radicular complaints. The genesis of back pain in ASD is the progressive and asymmetric disc degeneration and facet arthropathy that may be precipitated by osteopenia/osteoporosis and/or compression fractures that cause asymmetric loading of the spine (19). Findings that relate to central stenosis can include spondylolisthesis and/or lateral listhesis. The concavity side can cause foraminal stenosis contributing to radicular complaints whereas the convexity can lead to nerve stretch and irritation. Correlating the patient’s symptoms to radiographic findings is key.

Risk factors associated with curve progression include a Cobb angle greater than 30 degrees, lateral listhesis of greater than 6mm, asymmetric disc space above or below the apical vertebra, and a deep-seated L5 vertebra relative to the intercrestal line (20,21). Indications for surgical intervention include new or progressive neurologic deficit, radicular pain and/or back pain that has been recalcitrant to conservative measures. Failure of conservative measures with multimodal pain management and physical therapy must be exhausted prior to surgical consideration.

Surgical planning
Minimally invasive surgical correction of ASD can minimize associated morbidity compared hybrid-techniques, however it does not obviate the accompanying risks (22). MISS techniques can be offered to patients via foraminotomy or laminectomy (23). Although there is a paucity of data regarding focal decompression in the setting of ASD, it may serve as an appealing, less invasive alternative for patients with more leg than back pain who are reluctant to undergo extensive thoracolumbar correction for ASD. Consideration of focal decompression alone can be considered in elderly patients with or without high-risk comorbid conditions and primary complaints of radicular pain. Patient counseling should include possible progression of scoliosis, deformity, or stenosis.

Short segment fusion has been offered as an alternative to long segment fixation and correction of ASD (24,25). In a review by Phan et al., long segment fusions (≥3 levels) were associated with, but not significant for a reduction in coronal Cobb angle and an increase in lumbar lordosis (25). Furthermore, there were no significant differences in perioperative morbidity when comparing short and long constructs, but short constructs may shorten time and costs (25). Again, patients should be counseled on the possibility of progression of scoliosis and need for future surgery.

Long construct instrumentation and as needed decompression are the definitive surgical option for ASD and will be the focus of all subsequent discussion. Surgical planning should include correction of lumbar lordosis, sagittal and coronal balance while calculating interbody size/lordosis, and instrumented levels that generally extend from the lower thoracic levels to the pelvis. Minimally invasive techniques include anterior lumbar interbody fusion (ALIF), transforaminal lateral interbody fusion (TLIF), LLIF, ACR, mini-open PSO, and percutaneous pedicle screw placement.

As a matter of preference, the senior author prefers the transpsoas LLIF as access for interbody placement levels including the thoracolumbar junction down to the L4-5 level. The lateral transpsoas approach holds value in that it does not disrupt the facets nor the posterior or anterior ligamentous structures. Advantages include the ability to execute this approach without the need for an access surgeon, placement of large interbody grafts that allow for restoration of disc height and lordosis. LLIF interbodies bear a large footprint for fusion as well as central and foraminal indirect decompression of the neural elements (26-31). Contraindications to LLIF include the L5/S1 disc space, high grade spondylolisthesis, previous retroperitoneal surgery that may have caused scarring, vascular anomalies overlying the lateral/antrolateral vertebral body, significant osteophyte and/or ossification of the disc space.

Transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion is entertained when anatomic restrictions to the disc space inhibited by anatomic restrictions. Advantages to minimally invasive TLIF techniques include minimal to no nerve root retraction, ability to perform facetectomies, direct decompression, use of expandable cages, and the ability to perform interbody fusion in the same prone position as pedicle screw placement (32). As a matter of preference when considering TLIF for MISS correction of ASD, the senior author prefers to utilize LLIF or ALIF.

ALIF is used at the lumbosacral junction to provide a larger footprint as to minimize subsidence, promote fusion and increase lumbosacral segmental lordosis. Additionally, ALIF allows for decompression of bilateral foramina at the
index level, resection of the anterior longitudinal ligament, wide discectomies, and if performed at the L4/S5 level there is less mobilization of the psoas and thereby the lumbar plexus (33-35). This may not be feasible pending vascular anatomy, retroperitoneal structures, retroperitoneal scarring, or elevated sacral scarring, or elevated sacral slope limiting access and graft placement at the L5/S1 level. Additionally, an ALIF can be done in the lateral position allowing for a single-position LLIF and ALIF combination.

In cases with severe kyphotic deformity in need of additional lumbar lordosis, an ACR can be indicated (10). A minimally invasive LLIF with ACR can be performed in lieu of a PSO and achieve 20–30 degrees of sagittal correction with less morbidity than traditional open techniques (9). An ACR supplemented with additional posterior osteotomies can significantly increase segmental lordosis by 72.7% when compared to ACR alone, as described by Turner et al. (36). While ACR is a powerful tool for the minimally invasive surgeon in need of significant sagittal correction, although opportunities may be limited by patient anatomy (i.e., vascular structures or ankylosed levels).

Open osteotomies incur increased risk and morbidity when compared to minimally invasive techniques (37,38). Elevated peri-operative morbidity of open techniques have promoted a mini-open approach for osteotomies (7,8,39). The mini-open PSO in addition to the powerful sagittal correction for ASD. Although long-term studies are needed this technique can be considered maximal sagittal correction when combined with ACR (8).

There are many techniques for thoracolumbar percutaneous pedicle screw placement. Bi-planar fluoroscopic guidance for pedicle screw placement has been described with 2.7% violation of the medial wall with a zero percent complication risk (neurologic or otherwise) (40). Intra-operative navigation has become more commonly used technology for minimally invasive spine surgeons. Innocenzi et al. report a significant increase in accuracy when comparing CT-navigated percutaneous pedicle screw placement versus percutaneous fluoroscopy guided techniques (41). Variations of CT based navigation techniques have been shown to reduce operative time, reduce radiation exposure while improving accuracy compared to traditional fluoroscopic techniques (41-44).

Recent developments in robotic technology have facilitated robotic guidance systems that enable percutaneous placement of pedicle screws. In multilevel constructs, robotic guidance systems deliver pedicle screw accuracy similar to open and fluoroscopic techniques (45-47). However, few studies describe the experience of robotic systems in the setting of minimally invasive spinal reconstruction.

**Surgical workflow**

Circumferential MISS techniques for ASD offer similar complication and outcome profiles compared to hybrid techniques (22). Variations of staged protocols for circumferential MISS correction of ASD have been described (22,48). All techniques as previously described are utilized as necessary including LLIF, ACR, ALIF, TLIF, facetectomies, and mini-open osteotomies (Figures 1,2).

A two-day, staged procedure that combines modular pedicle screw placement, interbody placement, osteotomies, and posterior subfascial rod placement. Stage I consists of the patient placed prone on an open Jackson table with arms extended above the head in preparation for percutaneous pedicle screw placement. The patient is prepped and draped in the standard fashion. Intra-operative imaging is obtained (Figure 3). The technique used for percutaneous pedicle screw placement is left to the discretion of the surgeon. We have found success with biplanar fluoroscopy as well as CT-based navigation. Surgeons should use the technique that provide efficiency and safety regarding pedicle screw placement.

Moreover, we prefer modular pedicle screw placement. Upon placement, the screws are left roughly one centimeter “proud” such that the head can later be capture with a tower through the previously made stab skin incision. The pedicle screws are placed across the thoracic, lumbar and sacral vertebrae. Pelvic fixation is preferred and when performed in a minimally invasive fashion, the S-2 alar-iliac technique allows for easier subfascial rod placement.

It is at this time, when the patient is prone that facetectomies can be performed in a minimally invasive fashion. Facetectomies are performed at any ankylosed segment where sagittal and/or coronal correction is necessary. If significant sagittal correction is needed, the mini-open PSO is also performed at this time.

Following pedicle screw placement and closure of the stab incisions, the patient is turned supine on the surgeon’s choice of table in preparation for an ALIF. With the assistance of an access surgeon an anterior retroperitoneal approach is performed to gain access to the L5/S1 disc space. An appropriately lordotic or hyperlordotic cage is placed dependent on the necessary amount of global and segmental sagittal correction is needed. Although we prefer
Figure 1 A 63-year-old female with intractable axial back pain and bilateral radiating leg pain with a prior history of L4-S1 ALIF with posterior instrumentation, and L3/4 LLIF. The patient underwent a stage one L5 PSO with percutaneous T12-ilium pedicle screw placement, and stage two L2/3 ACR with segmental fixation T12-ilium. MR imaging (A and B) demonstrate a clear border between the great vessels and the anterior vertebral body. AP and lateral radiographs demonstrate prior L4-S1 fusion with instrumentation with L3/4 LLIF (C and D) with poor sagittal balance and coronal decompensation. Postoperative radiographs (E and F) demonstrate improved sagittal profile and correction of spinopelvic parameters.

Figure 2 A 77-year-old male with severe, debilitating mechanical back pain and right leg pain who underwent L2-5 lateral interbody fusion. Preoperative MR imaging demonstrates multilevel degenerative disc disease, with stenosis (A); preoperative radiographs demonstrate loss of lordosis (B and C). Postoperative MR demonstrate multilevel indirect decompression (D), with postoperative radiographs demonstrating improved sagittal profile (E, F).

transpsoas LLIF for the L4–5 interbody placement, an ALIF may be entertained. Contraindications to L4–5 ALIF are primarily vascular in origin (inferior vena cava, aorta and respective bifurcations) or significant retroperitoneal adhesions most commonly from previous surgery. If an ALIF cannot be performed, the TLIF is utilized. An ALIF is preferred due to a larger footprint and lordosis options.

When percutaneous pedicle screw placement and ALIF...
are complete, the patient is extubated and observed in the intensive care unit. Commonly, a single day (i.e., post-operative day one) of recovery is allowed prior to engaging in the second stage of MISS correction of ASD on post-operative day two. This interval time between staged surgeries is used to resuscitate the patient (if needed) and obtain imaging (CT and standing XR) used to plan for the second stage. Alternatively, success has been had performing the two stages of surgery in sequential days.

Stage II begins with LLIF. The patient is positioned in the lateral decubitus position on a bed with the ability to “break” at the level of the iliac crest. The hips and knees are flexed and axillary and hip roles are placed. The senior author prefers to position with the concavity side of the coronal deformity facing up. This allows for access to the L4–5 disc space as well as providing access to multiple levels via a single or a lesser number of incisions. Furthermore, positioning with the concave side facing up and “breaking” the table can provide correction of the coronal deformity.

LLIF is performed at all requisite levels. Caudal levels are attempted first starting at L4–5 and moving superiorly. The cephalad level is generally ends at T12/L1 or L1–2 for most adult thoracolumbar deformity cases. Intuitively, in ASD cases the disc height is degenerated and can be relatively small compared to healthy disc spaces. As to not promote subsidence, laterally placed interbody height is usually 8–10 mm with varying degrees of lordosis. When significant segmental lordosis is necessary an ACR can be performed with a hyperlordotic cage. ACR in conjunction with osteotomies performed in stage I can be a powerful technique for sagittal correction.

When LLIF is complete the patient is transitioned to a prone position again on an open Jackson table. The previously made stab incisions for percutaneous pedicle screw placement are re-opened. The modular screw heads are manually palpated and captured with MISS towers. The screws are advanced to their final seated positions. A computerized rod bending system is used to measure and contour the rod. The rod can be contoured to the native state of the screw heads or varying degrees of correction. The rod is passed in a sub-facial fashion and set screws are sequentially secured.

The post-operative imaging protocol is to obtain immediate CT and MR imaging of the instrumented levels. AP and lateral long cassette XR are obtained on post-operative day one. Outpatient follow-up is scheduled for six-week, twelve-week, six-month and one-year surgical anniversaries with long cassette XR.

Conclusions

Combinations of interbody placement (LLIF, TLIF, ALIF) can be used to obtain sagittal correction. ACR is evolving into a powerful tool for sagittal deformities. Additionally, minimally invasive or mini-open techniques can be used to perform osteotomies with less morbidity than open techniques. MISS techniques are powerful tools for ASD correction and can be tailored on patient-to-patient basis.
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